The general fluctuations, in the form of vertex operators, for the heterotic superstring in the pure spinor formalism are considered. The case of a flat background is reviewed and the case of a curved case is studied. The left-moving ghosts are pure spinors and the right-moving ghosts come from fixing the reparametrization invariance. The role of the reparametrization ghosts in the construction of the vertex operators is emphasized.
Introduction
One possible description of the fluctuations around classical configurations in string theory is in terms of vertex operators. They have two properties. The first is that the set of vertex operators describe the physical content of the string theory in consideration. The second is that they can be used as asymptotic states in scattering amplitudes. In all string theories, there is a common form to define vertex operators. They are in the cohomology of a BRST charge. For the bosonic string, the BRST charge is given by gauge fixing the conformal symmetry of the world-sheet theory. For the RNS string, the BRST charge is given by gauge fixing the superconformal symmetry of the world-sheet theory. If the background space-time contains Ramond states, the RNS string weakens its power to perform computations such that scattering amplitudes and loses manifest background isometries. For example, space-time supersymmetry is not manifest in flat ten-dimensional space-time. A world-sheet string model that avoids this problem is the pure spinor string [1] . Although it is not known the symmetry to gauge-fix and get a BRST operator, it is known the existence of a nilpotent charge that gives the correct cohomology [2] [3] [4] and define a correct scattering amplitudes in flat space-time [5] [6] . The form of this charge is simple and it is equal to Q = λ α d α , where d α is the world-sheet generator of superspace translations and λ is a pure spinor variable, that is, it satisfies λγ m λ = 0 with γ m being the symmetric 16 × 16 gamma matrices in ten dimensions. Consider the open string in a flat background. In the massless sector, the vertex operator is the ghost number one operator U = λ α A α , where A α is a function of N = 1 ten-dimensional superspace. Imposing U to be in the cohomology of Q implies that the superfield A α satisfies the equation γ αβ mnpqr D α A β = 0 and is defined up to the gauge invariance δA α = D α Ω, where D α is the superspace covariant derivative and Ω is a scalar superfield. The equation and the gauge invariance of A α state that this superfield has the physical degrees of freedom corresponding to the photon and the photino [7] . To compute scattering amplitudes it is necessary the knowledge of the integrated vertex operators. It is defined through the relation QV = ∂U . In this case, the integrated vertex operator is a conformal weight one field and it is expressed in terms of higher fermionic derivatives of A α , as we review below. In this construction there will appear superfields like the vector potential A m (whose θ-independent component is the photon) and the fermionic field-strength W α (whose θ-independent component is the photino). The integrated vertex operator can be used to deform the world-sheet action. The deformed action preserves the symmetries of the classical action (namely, BRST and conformal symmetries) and a new BRST invariant system is obtained. A natural question is how to generalize this discussion, in particular the deformed action, in a non-flat background. The first step to study the vertex operators of a world-sheet system in a curved background. This has been done for the AdS 5 × S 5 background in the pure spinor formalism. The unintegrated vertex was obtained in [8] and the integrated vertex operator was studied in [9] and [10] . What about other backgrounds or even a generic supergravity background? We answer this question for the case of the heterotic string in a generic supergravity background.
It is interesting to note that in the bosonic string the relation between integrated and unintegrated is straightforward because the existence of the parametrization ghosts b and c. The integrated vertex operator is V = ∂X m A m (X) and the unintegrated vertex is U = c∂X m A m (x) and the relation QV = ∂U is satisfied in the Lorentz gauge. In this case, we simply have U = cV . In the pure spinor version of the open string, the reparametrizaton ghost are not fundamental fields and they can be constructed from the fundamental fields of the pure spinor string [11] . However, there exist fundamental b, c ghosts in the heterotic string as the anti-holomorphic sector is described in terms of the bosonic string. We study the implications that the existence of these ghosts have in the construction of vertex operators in the case of the heterotic string in a generic background.
We review the flat ten-dimensional space-time case in section 2. The unintegrated vertex for generic supergravity and super Yang-Mills fluctuations are studied in section 3. Here, vector potential and fermionic field-strength superfields are defined. The next step is to construct the integrated vertex in curved background, we perform such construction in section 4. We end with concluding remarks in section 5.
Conventions
The background superspace coordinates in ten dimensions are denoted by 
Review of the heterotic string in a flat background
We now review the heterotic string in a flat ten-dimensional background using the pure spinor formalism. The action is given by
where (X, θ) are the superspace coordinates in flat ten-dimensional space-time (that is, m, n, . . . run from 0 to 9 and α, β, . . . run from 1 to 16), p is the momentum conjugate of θ, (λ, ω) are the pure spinor conjugate variables, (b, c) are the right-moving reparametrization ghosts and ρ is the heterotic fermion which live in a representation of the group SO(32) or the SO(16) × SO(16) subgroup of E 8 × E 8 such that A, B, . . . run from 1 to 32. The pure spinor variables are constrained by the condition λγ m λ = 0 and the invariance δω α = (λγ m ) α Λ m , then only 22 out of 32 λ and ω variables are independent [1] . Physical states are given in the cohomology of the BRST operator
where d α is the generator of superspace translations and T is the right moving stress-energy tensor for the (X, ρ) system. Note that Q 2 = 0 provided the pure spinor condition and that the OPE T (ȳ)T (z) has central charge 26 (10 from X and 16 from the heterotic fermions). The massless unintegrated vertex operator has λ-ghost number 1 and (bc)-ghost number 1 and it is given by
where
with K I being the Lie generators of the E 8 × E 8 or SO(32) groups in the heterotic fermions representation used above. This means that these generators satisfy the algebra [
where f IJ K are the structure constants of the E 8 × E 8 or SO(32) groups (I = 1, . . . , 496). Note that we use boldface symbols for the fluctuations.
Both terms in (2.3) are independently annihilated by the BRST charge. Consider the action of Q on the first term in (2.3). Note that the action of the right-moving variables put the superfield A αm satisfying the gauge fixing condition ∂ m A αm = 0 and the equation ∂ n ∂ n A αm = 0. Although there exists a way to overcome this lack of covariance (see [12] ) we will focus on the covariant equations implied by action of the the pure spinor part of (2.2). It implies that
where D α is the ten-dimensional covariant superspace derivative.
As it is well known [7] , the equation in (2.4) implies the existence of a superfield
The superfield W has fermionic derivative equal to
In summary, the equation (2.4) allows to have the chain of relations
The equations (2.7) imply that the θ-independent term in A nm and W α m describe the massless fields of supergravity in ten-dimensions (around flat space-time). In fact, these superfields satisfy the equations
Similarly for the second term in (2.3) we have the equations
where F pnI = ∂ [pI A n]I . The equations (2.9) imply that the θ-independent term in A nI and W α I describe the massless fields of SYM in ten-dimensions (around flat space-time). In fact, these superfields satisfy the equations
The gauge invariance of the background superfields are obtained as BRST invariance of the unintegrated vertex operator. That is, U of (2.3) is defined up to Q(Ω m c∂X m +Ω I cJ I )
for some superfields Ω m and Ω I . Then, the gauge transformations for the A in (2.3) are
They imply that the A nm and A nI transform as vector potentials, that is 12) and the superfields W and F are gauge invariant. This shows that the physical content in (2.3) are the supergravity and SYM fluctuations around flat space in ten dimensions. We now review the construction of the integrated version of (2.3) [13] . The integrated vertex operator V is defined through QV = ∂W − ∂W , where QW = ∂U and QW = ∂U . It turns out that
where Π n = ∂X n + 1 2 (θγ n ∂θ) is the supersymmetric momentum and N pn = 1 2 (λγ np ω) is the Lorentz generator for the pure spinor variables. Finally, the integrated vertex operator satisfying QV = ∂W − ∂W becomes
14)
The goal of this paper is to generalize these results to an on-shell curved background. Before going into the details of the curved background case, let me point an interesting structure from U, W, W , V implied by the presence of the pair of reparametrization ghosts (b, c). Note that W is related to U and W is related to V according to
(2.15)
Because V = {b, W }, it can be verified that 16) as is required. Here we used that Qb = T with T being the right-moving stress-energy tensor for X and the heterotic fermions. This is not a surprise because it is already known that V satisfies (2.16), but the argument can be reversed in the following way. The first equation in (2.15) is a fact and looking at equation (2.13) one can sees that W has the form W = cX. Following (2.16) one can obtain that X satisfies the equation for the integrated vertex. Therefore, X will be the integrated vertex operator and, actually, the expression (2.14) is X. We use this analysis below to find the integrated vertex operator in a generic curved background.
The unintegrated vertex operator of the heterotic string in a curved background
The action of the heterotic string in a generic curved background is obtained by adding d 2 zV to the action (2.1) and covariantizing respect to the background invariance [13] . The resulting action is
where the background superfields depend on the superspace coordinates Z M . Note that any field F A with local superspace indices A = (a, α) is related to the same field, F M with curved superspace indices M = (m, µ) according to
A with E(Z) being the supervielbein. The covariant derivatives in the action are given by
where Ω β α = ∂Z M Ω M β α and A I = ∂Z M A M I with Ω M being the Lorentz connection and A M being the gauge potential. The Lorentz connection has the structure [13] 
where Ω M ab is the usual Lorentz vector connection and Ω M is necessary to preserve conformal invariance of (3.1) as it was shown in [14] . Note that J I = 
where r is the world-sheet curvature and Φ is the dilaton superfield which is related to the first term in (3.3) as 4Ω α = ∇ α Φ. The action (3.1) is invariant under the transformations generated by Q = (λ α d α + cT + bc∂c). This charge is nilpotent and conserved when the background satisfies certain constraints. They put the background to satisfy the equations of supergravity and super Yang-Mills in a curved background as it was shown in [13] . These constraints are solved with the torsion and field-strength components
5) where Ω α is the scalar part of the Lorentz connection and turns out to be proportional to the fermionic derivative of the dilaton superfield. Note that the components of the 3-form H = dB are constrained by BRST invariance as it was shown in [13] . For example, H αβa = −(γ a ) αβ and H αβγ = 0.
The fields in the action transform under the BRST charge Q as [15]
where R = dΩ + Ω ∧ Ω is the background curvature superfield. Note that these transformations are given up to a Lorentz and gauge transformation terms with field-dependent parameters (for example, the transformation of Π α includes a term Π β λ γ Ω γβ α [15] ) but these contributions are ignored when Q acts on scalars combinations like the Lagrangian above or the vertex operators below. However these contributions are important to verify nilpotence of Q on the world-sheet fields. Note that, the pure spinor BRST charge acts non-trivially on Π A . In fact,
This is used in verifying that the action is BRST invariant [15] and it will be used below. The fluctuations around a generic background are given by vertex operators. The unintegrated vertex is
where the superfield fluctuations depend on the supercoordinates, that is A(Z). As in flat space, we use boldface symbols for the fluctuations. Not confuse A with the gauge potential A of the action (3.1). The vertex operators are well-defined on-shell objects, that is the equations of motion from the action (3.1) are imposed. In this case, by varying respect to d α we have the equation Π α + J I W α I = 0, therefore a term with Π α similar to the first term of U is not an independent world-sheet variable and can be moved to the second term in (3.8).
The action of pure spinor BRST charge on the vertex (3.8) gives the equation
which implies the existence of the superfields A ba and A bI as in (2.4) and (2.9) through the equations
As in flat space, we find higher fermionic derivatives. Consider the first equation in (3.10). After using the (anti-)commutation relations and Bianchi identities of the background superspace geometry, the following equation is obtained
which implies the existence of a superfield W β a satisfying
This is the analogous to (2.5) in heterotic curved superspace. The next step is to find the fermionic covariant derivative of W β a . This is more involving. It turns out that the following combination
satisfies the equation
To obtain this equation one starts with W β a from (3.12) and applies the operator ∇ α . It is necessary to use the torsion constraints (3.5) and Bianchi identities. The equations in section 5 of [14] are used. The solution of (3.14) is
This is the analogous of (2.5) for heterotic curved background. Note the existence of 4-form projection. Similarly, we can find the consequences of the second equation in (3.10). As it was done in (3.11), we find that
which implies the existence of W β I satisfying
This is the analogous of the second equation in (2.9) in a curved background. The equation for ∇ α W β I is obtained by noting that
where Before ending this section, the equation of motion of the fluctuations should be obtained. That is, the analogous of equations (2.8) Let's discuss the gauge invariance of (3.8). As in flat space, the unintegrated vertex operator is defined up to Q(Ω a cΠ a + Ω I cJ I ). This implies that,
which implies that the superfields in (3.10) are defined up to
Similarly, the gauge transformation for the gaugino field-strengths are
In this section we have studied the possibility of having chain of superfields in curved background similar to (A α , A m , W α ) of N = 1 flat superspace in ten dimensions or the corresponding superfields of N = 1 flat heterotic superspace in ten dimensions. Starting from A αa and A αI which are constrained such that the unintegrated vertex operator (3.8) is in the cohomology of the pure spinor BRST operator. This implies the existence of A βa and A aI according to (3.10) . The next superfields are the gravitino and gaugino superfields W of (3.12) and (3.17) . Note that W α a satisfies the equation of motion (3.21) and the gauge invariance (3.24) which indicates that this superfield contains a gravitino-like state. In the next section we find the integrated vertex operator of the pure spinor using the results of this section.
The construction of the integrated vertex operator
As in flat space-time, the integrated vertex operator is defined from the unintegrated vertex operator U by first finding W and W satisfying QW = ∂U, QW = ∂U , and then the unintegrated vertex operator, V , is given by QV = ∂W − ∂W . W is given by
(λγ ab ω) and J = λ α ω β . The calculation of QW = ∂U involves the BRST transformation in (3.6) and the use of the equations satisfied by the A's and the W's derived in the previous section and the Bianchi identities for the torsion, the curvature and the field-strength. The calculation goes like this. When Q acts on Π α in the term Π α (A αa cΠ a + A αI cJ I ) of W will give ∇λ α (A αa cΠ a + A αI cJ I ) which will produce ∇U after using the Leibniz rule. In the remaining expression, the equations of motion for Π a and J I are needed. They can be read from [14] . The left over term will mix with the remaining terms from QW . For example, the expression involving Π α Π a contains the factor equal to the first equation in (3.10) . Similarly for the expression involving Π α J I and the second equation in (3.10). We can continue the calculation to finally obtain that QW = ∇U = ∂U . For W is much easier to obtain and it is given by
The pure spinor part of the BRST charge gives zero when it acts on W because (3.10).
The remaining terms in the BRST charge contains the right-moving energy-stress tensor which helps to produce QW = ∂U . As it was indicated above the integrated vertex operator satisfies QV = ∂W −∂W . As in the discussion at the end of section 2, the presence of the right-moving parametrization ghosts allows to find the integrated vertex operator. Because, W has the form W = cX and noting that the unintegrated vertex operator U is given by U = cW we can deduce that X = V , the integrated vertex operator. That is This proves that a supergravity background plus its BRST fluctuations is also a supergravity background. This concludes the construction of the integrated vertex operator for the heterotic string in the pure spinor formulation and in a generic curved supergravity background.
Concluding remarks
In this paper we have generalized the construction of the integrated vertex operator for the heterotic pure spinor string in a flat background to the on-shell supergravity background. The presence of the parametrization ghosts for the right-moving part of the superstring modes are crucial to get the final form the the integrated vertex operator (4.3). It would be interesting to study the analogous to the massive vertex operator in flat space of in curved background. This construction could be difficult because the flat space case is not straightforward [4] . An application of the vertices studied in this paper is the computation of tree-level scattering amplitudes. That is, the curved background version of the flat space amplitudes of [5] .
One possible generalization is to find the corresponding results for the type II superstring. The calculation will be more involving because the absence of the (b, c) ghosts. However, the special cases of the superstring in a AdS 5 × S 5 background [9] , [10] and its plane wave limit [16] were already studied, so the general background case can be performed.
